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1. THEORIES OF NATURAL LANGUAGE 
A language is called natural just in case it can be internalized by human 
infants on the basis of the kind of casual linguistic exposure typically 
afforded the young. A theory of natural language will specify (a) the kind of 
linguistic input available to children, (b) the process by which children 
convert hat experience into successive hypotheses about the input language, 
and (c) the criteria for "internalization of a language" to which children 
ultimately conform. From (a)-(c) it should be possible to deduce (d) the 
class of languages that can be internalized in the sense of (c) by the learning 
mechanism specified in (b) operating on linguistic input of the kind charac- 
terized in (a). Such a theory is correct only if (d) contains exactly the 
natural anguages. Wexler and his associates (Hamburger and Wexler, 1973; 
Wexler and Culicover, 1980, Chap. 1) provide detailed iscussion of theories 
of natural anguage in the present sense. 
Gold (1967) has provided specifications of (a)--(c) that have played major 
roles in subsequent evaluation of theories of natural language. ~In Gold's 
model, linguistic input is construed as an enumeration of the sentences of the 
target language, arranged in arbitrary order; the process embodied by the 
human language learner is assumed to be "mechanical" in the sense of 
realizing a computable function of some sort; and the learner is credited with 
the capacity to acquire a language L just in case for every order of presen- 
1Gold's remarkable paper actually includes everal alternative models of language 
acquisition. We focus on the most influential of these and designate it for convenience "the 
Gold model." This model is in fact the most plausible of Gold's proposals from the empirical 
point of view. 
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tation of L, the learner's conjectures tabilize to some one, correct 
conjecture, repeated thereafter. 
Gold's model is crucially imprecise in one respect. No further constraint is
placed upon the learning function than that it be computable. Since distinct 
learning functions of this type generally acquire distinct collections of 
languages, a complete theory of natural anguage would include more infor- 
mation than mere computability. Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein (1981, 
Sect. 3) discuss several refinements of the computability hypothesis. 
The Gold model is entirely specific about linguistic input. For any but a 
singleton language there are uncountably many orderings of its sentences. 
Each such ordering counts as a possible linguistic environment. Indeed, it is 
often suggested that the Gold model is unrealistically iberal in its charac- 
terization of possible linguistic inputs. Many orderings of a language 
represent bizarre linguistic environments hat are unlikely to participate in 
the natural course of language acquisition. These and other issues are 
considered in detail by Wexler and Culicover (1980, Chap. 2) and by 
Osherson et al. (1981, Sect. 4). 
The present paper focusses on the third specification offered by the Gold 
model, namely, identification (in the limit) as the criterion for language 
acquisition by children. According to the Gold model, children confronted 
with a natural anguage L eventually conjecture some grammar g for L and 
then never abandon g thereafter. The grammar g is entirely adequate for L, 
generating exactly its sentences; and the stabilization to g is eventually 
perfect, encompassing o further deviations, even temporary. 
Gold's version of identification i  the limit has seemed too restrictive to 
some. Actual language learners, it is thought, achieve only an approximation 
to the input language; and stability in Gold's stringent sense is not attained. 
More liberal criteria for language acquisition have been proposed and 
investigated by Feldman (1972) and Wharton (1974). Although these latter 
proposals have both theoretical and practical interest, they are not entirely 
satisfactory as accounts of language acquisition by children. Define a 
grammar g to be infinitely wrong for a language L in case the cardinality of 
[L U L (g ) ] -  [L ~ L(g)] is infinite (where L(g) is the language generated 
by g). Feldman's criteria allow a learner to acquire a language L despite 
conjecturing with ever increasing frequency grammars infinitely wrong for L. 
Wharton's criteria allow language acquisition to occur through a sequence of 
conjectures all of which are infinitely wrong for the target language (only 
sufficiently "simple" sentences need be mastered by the learner). The present 
paper offers several new means of weakening the definition of identification 
in limit; the resulting paradigms are compared in terms of the liberalization 
achieved. 
In more detail, we proceed as follows: Section 2 provides the construals 
and formal definitions proper to the Gold (1967) model. Section 3 presents 
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and motivates weaker definitions of language identification. Old and new 
paradigms are compared in Section4. Section5 is a summary and 
discussion. 
2. THE GOLD MODEL 
2.1. Languages, Indices, Texts 
Languages are here construed as sets of sentences. Sentences may be taken 
to be any kind of finite, structured object. Indeed, through use of familiar 
Goedel numbering techniques it is sufficiently general to construe languages 
simply as subsets of the set N of natural numbers. In the same spirit, 
grammars will be taken to be Turing machine indices; hence, grammars are 
also natural numbers, appropriately interpreted. A Turing machine index i is 
said to be for a language L if L is accepted by the Turing machine with 
index/. Languages for which there are indices are called reeursively 
enumerable. By an elementary result of automata theory, there are an infinity 
of distinct (but equivalent) indices for each recursively enumerable anguage. 
Henceforth, we restrict attention (as does Gold) to recursively enumerable 
languages. By Rogers (1967, Theorem 5-VI) there are recursively enumerable 
languages without recursively enumerable complement. 
Given a language L a total function, t: N-~ L from N onto L is called a 
text for L. Intuitively, a text for L is a total ordering of L, repetitions 
allowed, such that every member of L occurs somewhere in the order, and no 
members of L appear. The ordering function need not be recursive. A finite 
sequence s of numbers that constitutes an initial segment of a text t is said to 
be in t. The set of all finite sequences (in any possible text) is denoted SEQ. 
For all s E SEQ, Rng(s) denotes the numbers appearing in s; lh(s) denotes 
the length of s. For s, s' ~ SEQ, the concatenation of s and s' is denoted 
S~S t, 
We use (n~ ,..., nk) to denote the unique natural number coding the ordered 
k-tuple (n~ ..... nk), as discussed in Rogers (1967, Sect. 5.3). 
2,2. Learning Machines, Convergence, Identification 
We identify learning machines with ordinary Turing machines (TMs), 
relying on Church's thesis to insure that every intuitively mechanical process 
is adequately represented thereby. Each such learning machine M constitutes 
a possibly partial, computable function from SEQ into the set of indices 
(thought of as grammars). The function defined by a given machine M may 
be partial because M may yield no output in response to some members of 
SEQ. We denote by W] the language accepted by TMj, the Turing machine 
with index j. TMj,k(x ) is the value, if any, produced by TMj on argument x
after k steps. Wj,~ = {x: YMi.k(x ) has produced a value}. 
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Given a text t and a learning machine M we may conceive of M as 
examining ever longer finite sequences in t, as t is fed one element at a time 
into M. For some or all of these finite sequences, M announces indices. Each 
time M announces an index, the next element of t (and hence the next finite 
sequence in t) is fed into M; if M is undefined on a certain finite sequence s
in t and thus never announces an index in response to s, no more of t is fed 
into M. Given s E SEQ, M(s) denotes the index, if any, produced by M after 
it has read all of s (if M is defined on each subsequence in s). 
Given a learning machine M, a text t, and an index i we say that M 
converges to i on t just in case (a) M yields an index on every finite sequence 
in t, and (b) there is an n such that for all finite sequences  in t, such that 
the length of s exceeds n, M(s) = i. Intuitively, M converges to i on t in case 
M is defined on all initial segments of t, and M's output eventually stabilizes 
to i. I f  M fails to converge to any index on a given text t, then M is said to 
diverge on t. M is said to identify a language L, just in case for every text t, 
for L there is an index i, for L such that M converges to i on t. 2 
Any unbroken, infinite sequence of indices that a learning machine M, 
produces on a text t, is said to befinal (with respect o M and t). Let E be a 
class of indices. We say that a learning machine M, converges on a text t to 
E just in case M, given t, produces a final sequence of indices all of which 
are drawn from E. Note that a learning machine M, identifies a language L, 
just in case on every text for L, M converges to some singleton class {x0} of 
indices, where x 0 is for L. We consider convergence to less exacting classes 
in Section 3. 
Let _L be a class of languages. M is said to identify _L just in case M 
identifies every language 'in _L. I f  M identifies _L, but M identifies no proper 
superset of_L, then M is said to exactly identify _L. A class of languages that 
some learning machine (exactly) identifies is called (exactly) identifiable. 
Note that exact identifiability implies identifiability; the converse is easily 
shown to be false. 
3. CRITERIA OF LEARNING: TAXONOMY 
3.1. Four Properties of Identification in the Limit 
I f  a learning machine M, identifies a language L, then for all texts t for L, 
M produces a final sequence of indices such that: 
There are thus three ways that M can fail to identify a language L: for some text t for L 
(a) M might converge to an index that is not for L, (b) M might be undefined on some finite 
sequence in t (and thus diverge on t), or (c) M might forever offer distinct indices in response 
to finite sequences in t (and thus likewise diverge, whether or not some or all of those indices 
are for L). Note that a learning machine that identifies L may well converge to different 
indices for L on different exts for L. 
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(a) each index is for the same language, 
(b) there is an upper bound on the size of the indices produced, 3
(c) each index is the same, and 
(d) each index is for L. 
These properties are not mutually independent: (d) implies (a), (c) implies 
(a), and (c) implies (b). Within these logical constraints, however, we are 
free to selectively drop or weaken any combination of the four properties; 
each selection yields a distinct model of learning--holding fixed Gold's 
conception of possible linguistic input (viz., arbitrary text) and possible 
learning function (viz., computable). We now characterize eight models 
within this space of possibilities. 
3.2. Generalizations of Identification in the Limit 
Let M vary over learning machines, L over languages, and _L over 
collections of languages. 
Intensional learning. Sustaining (a)-(d) renders the Gold model intact. We 
say that M intensionally learns L just in case on every text for L, M 
produces a final sequence of indices such that (c) and (d) hold. Thus, M 
intensionally learns L just in case M converges on each text for L to a 
singleton class {x0} of indices, where x o is for L. M is said to intensionally 
learn _L just in case M intensionally learns every L E L. We define: 
INT  -- {L: for some M, M intensionally learns L }. 
Extensional learning. We say that M extensionally earns L just in case on 
every text for L, M produces a final sequence of indices such that (d) holds. 
Thus, M extensionally learns L just in case M converges on each text for L 
to a class of indices all of whose members are for L. M is said to exten- 
sionally learn _L just in case M extensionally learns every L E _L. 
EXT -- {_L: for some M, M extensionally learns _L }. 
It can be seen that extensional learning requires the production of a final 
sequence of correct indices; but the selection of successive indices among the 
infinity of correct ones available is otherwise unconstrained. 4 
Bounded extensional learning. We say that M bounded extensionally 
learns L just in case on every text for L, M produces a final sequence of 
3 For a given text t and learning machine M property (b) comes to this: there is an n o such 
that for all finite sequences s in t on which M is defined, M(s) < no. 
4 Feldman (1972) discusses extensional learning under the name of matching. See also 
Osherson and Weinstein (1982). 
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indices such that (b) and (d) hold. Thus, M bounded extensionally learns L 
just in case M converges on each text for L to a class C of indices such that 
for some n o all members of C are for L and are less than n 0. M is said to 
bounded extensionally learn _L just in case M bounded extensionally learns 
every L ~ L. 
BEXT = {L: for some M, M bounded extensionally earns_L }. 
Bounded extensional learning requires the production of a final sequence of 
correct indices, all of them smaller than some fixed number. 
A language L, is said to be afinite variant of a language L ' ,  just in case 
[L U L ' ] -  [L ~ L ' ]  is finite. Property (d) may be weakened to 
(d') each index is for a finite variant of L. 
Finite-difference intensional earning. We say that M finite-difference 
intersionally learns L just in case on every text for L, M produces a final 
sequence of indices such that (c) and (d') hold. Thus, M finite-difference 
intensionally learns L just in case M converges on each text for L to a class 
C of indices such that for some finite variant L '  of L, all members of C are 
identical to some one index for L ' .  M is said tofinite-difference intensionally 
learn L just in case M finite-difference intensionally learns every L E _L. 
F INT = {_L: for some M, M finite-difference intensionally learns_L }. 
Finite-difference intensional learning requires the production of a final 
sequence of identical indices, all of them "near misses." 
Finite-difference xtensional learning. We say that M finite-difference 
extensionally learns L just in case on every text for L, M produces a final 
sequence of indices such that (a) and (d') hold. Thus, M finite-difference 
extensionally learns L just in case M converges on each text for L to a class 
C of indices such that for some finite variant L '  of L, all members of C are 
for L ' .  M is said to finite-difference extensionally learn _L just in case M 
finite-difference extensionally learns every L E _L. 
FEXT = {_L: for some M, M finite-difference extensionally earns_L }. 
Finite-difference xtensional earning requires the production of a final 
sequence of indices, all of them for the same" near miss"; the selection of 
successive indices is otherwise unconstrained. 
Bounded finite-difference extensional learning. We say that M bounded 
lTnite-differenee xtensionally learns L just in case on every text for L, M 
produces a final sequence of indices such that (a), (b), and (d') hold. Thus, 
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M bounded finite-difference extensionally learns L just in case M converges 
on each text for L to a class C of indices such that for some n o and for some 
finite variant L '  of L, all members of C are for L '  and are less than n 0. M is 
said to bounded finite-difference xtensionally learn _L just in case M 
bounded finite-difference extensionally learns every L C_L. 
BFEXT = {_L: for some M, M bounded finite-difference 
extensionally earns _L }. 
Bounded finite-difference extensional learning requires the production of a 
final sequence of indices, all of them for the same "near miss," and all of 
them smaller than some fixed number. 
Finite-difference l arning. We say that M finite-difference l arns L just in 
case on every text for L, M produces a final sequence of indices such that 
(d') holds. Thus, M finite-difference l arns L just in case M converges on 
each text for L to a class C of indices such that all members of C are for 
finite variants of L. M is said to finite-difference learn _L just in case M 
finite-difference l arns every L C _L. 
FD = {_L: for some M, M finite-difference l arns _L }. 
Finite-difference l arning requires only the production of a final sequence of 
"near misses"; the conjectured languages may otherwise vary arbitrarily. 
Finite-difference l arning is the most liberal paradigm studied here. 
Bounded finite-differenee l arning. Finally, we say that M bounded JTnite- 
difference learns L just in case on every text for L, M produces a final 
sequence of indices such that (b) and (d') hold. Thus, M bounded finite- 
difference learns L just in case M converges on each text for L to a class C 
of indices such that for some n o all members of C are for finite variants of L 
and are less than n 0. M is said to bounded finite-difference l arn _L just in 
case M bounded finite-difference l arns every L ~ L. 
BFD = {_L: for some M, M bounded finite-difference l arns _L } 
Bounded finite-difference l arning requires the production of a final sequence 
of indices, all of them "near misses," and all of them smaller than some fixed 
number. 
4. CRITERIA OF LEARNING: COMPARISON 
In this section we study the inclusion and noninclusion relations among 
INT, EXT, BEXT, FINT, FEXT, BFEXT, FD, and BFD. For this purpose 
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we establish two preliminary lemmas. Subsequently, five propositions are 
proved from which additional facts follow as corollaries. 
4.1. Preliminary Lemmas 
We say that a learning machine is total just in case M is defined on all of 
SEQ. 
LEMMA A. Suppose that a learning machine M, 
intensionally learns, 
extensionally earns, 
bounded extensionally earns, 
finite-difference intensionally learns, 
finite-difference extensionally earns, 
bounded finite-difference extensionally earns, 
finite-difference l arns, or 
bounded finite-difference l arns 




bounded extensionally earns, 
finite-difference intensionally learns, 
finite-difference extensionally earns, 
bounded finite-difference extensionally earns, 
finite-difference l arns, or 
bounded finite-difference l arns 
_L, respectively. 
Proof. M' works by simulating M. Given s E SEQ, M'  determines the 
set {sl ..... sn} of all subsequences of s, and then simulates each of M(sl) ..... 
M(s,) for n (=lh(s)) steps. If S= {i: i<~ n &M(si) halts in n steps} is 
nonempty, M'  puts out M(si) for the largest i E S. Otherwise, M'  puts out 0. 
Evidently M '  is total. Moreover, M '  merely "pads" the final sequences 
produced by M, repeating indices here and there within it. I 
Let A be a countable subset of the power set of N. We say that M 
converges to A on L just in case (¥t) (if t is a text for L, then (3YEA)  (M 
converges on t to Y)). 
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LEMMA B. I f  M converges to A on L, then (3YEA) (~sESEQ)  
(Rng(s) c L and Vt(Rng(t) c L and t F- dom(s) = s ~ M converges on t to 
r3). 
Proof. Suppose for reductio that (¥YCA) (VsESEQ)  (Rng(s)_~ 
L ~ 3t (Rng( t )cL  and tF -dom(s)= s and M does not converge on t to Y)). 
We construct a text t for L such that YY~ A, M does not converge on t to 
Y. Let A = {Y;: i EN} and t' be a text for L. Let t0=t ' (0  ). Let {s,+~a: 
0 ~< i ~< n} be such that Rng(s n +l, j)  ~ L and M(t. • s. +1,o * "'" * Stl +l,j) ~ Yj 
for each 0 ~< j ~< n, and let t n + 1 = tn * sn + ~,o * "'" * s. + 1,. * t '(n + 1). Let t = 
U.EN t . .  l 
Lemma B generalizes a result due to Blum and Blum (1975, Sect. 4). 
4.2. Main Results 
Let py be the yth prime number. 
PROPOSITION 1. BEXT is not a subset of FINT.  
Proof. Let _L={L j :  j EN}U{L j :  jEN},  where Lj={2.i}t._){py+zx+". 
t .1" x+l  xE  Wj&yEN},  and Lj  = {2J}U ~Py+2: x@N&y@N}.  We show that 
_L C BEXT, but _L ~ FINT. 
To show that _L E BEXT, let M be a learning machine that reacts to an 
input text t as follows: M conjectures 0 and stores input until a power j  of 2 
is found in t. Then M computes an index j '  for the language Lj and an index 
n' for the language Lj  ; then, M conjecturesj '  until a sequence S in t is found 
such that 31 appears in s. If such an s is found, M's guessing rule shifts to 
the following: 
M conjectures n' until a sequence s * s' is found such that TMi(1 ) halts in 
lh (s .  s ' )  steps. If such an s'  is found, M's guessing rule shifts to the 
following: 
M conjectures j '  until a sequence s * s '  * s" in t is found such that 3 z 
appears in s • s' * s". I f  such a sequence is found, M's guessing rule shifts to 
the following: 
M conjectures n' until a sequence s .  s '  * s" • s "  in t is found such that 
TMj(2) halts in lh(s • s' • s" * s ' )  steps. If  such a sequence is found. . ,  and 
so forth. 
Then M's conjectures are restricted to 0, j ' ,  and n' on t; hence, M's 
conjectures on t are bounded. On the other hand, it is easy to see that if 
Wj 4: N, then M will converge to {j'} if t is for L j, and M will converge to 
{n'} if t is for Lj.  And if I, Vj = N, then M will endlessly alternate between the 
equivalent indices j '  and n'. Hence, M bounded extensionally learns _L. 
To show that _L ~ F INT,  suppose that some learning machine M finite- 
difference intensionally learns _L. By Lemma A, M can be chosen to be total. 
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I f  Wj-= N, then Lj = Lj. Hence, by Lemma B, there is a finite sequence s
drawn from L i and an index q, such that for all extensions * s', of s drawn 
from L j, M(s * s') = q. 
On the other hand, if Wj :k N there can be no sequence s drawn from L j 
and index q such that for all extensions, s*  s' of s drawn from Lj ,  
M(s • s ')  = q; for suppose otherwise. Then there would be a text t for L~. and 
a text t' for L:  such that M converges on both t and t' to {q}. (Any texts t 
J 
and t' for Lj and L~, respectively, each with initial segment s would do.) But 
L] and L) are not finite variants of one another and hence Wq cannot be a 
finite variant of both. But this contradicts the choice of M. 
Summarizing, Wj = N if and only if 
(3sESEQ)(~q) (Rng(s )C_L j&M(s )=q&(gs 'EL j )M(s ,s ' )=q) .  (,) 
Since M is total, ( , )  exhibits T= {j: Wj=N} as ~0. But it is an easy 
corollary of Rogers (1967, Theorem 13-VIII) that T is H~-complete. This 
contradiction establishes the proposition. I 
PROPOSITION 2. EXT is not a subset of BFD. 
Proof. Let A be a recursively enumerable set without recursively 
enumerable complement. Let _A * = { { p~: i E N & x E A U D }: D finite }. We 
show that A * E EXT but A* E BFD. 
To show that _A * E EXT, define a function h as follows: for all x E N, 
h(x) = j, if 3y(x = p~), 
-- O, otherwise. 
Then h is clearly recursive. Let g be a recursive function that converts finite 
sequences into indices for {p/~: i EN&x CA U {h(b): b E Rng(s)}}. The 
existence of such a function follows from Rogers (1967, Theorem 5-XIII). 
Define a learning machine M as follows: For all s E SEQ, M(s) = g(s). It is 
clear that for any L E _A *, and for any tape t for L, M converges on t to the 
class of all indices for L. Hence, M extensionally learns _A *. 
To show that _A* E BFD, suppose that some learning machine M bounded 
finite-difference learns _A*. Then, by Lemma B, there is some n o E N, and 
some SoE SEQ such that Rng(so)_  {p~: i EN&xEA},  W~o ) is a finite 
variant of {p~: i EN&xEA},  M(so)< no, and for all sE  SEQ such that 
Rng(s )~{p~:  i EN&xEA},  WM~o,,) is a finite variant of {p~: 
i E N & x E A }, and M(s o • s) < no. Let S = {eo ..... e m} be the set of all 
indices that are less than n o and are for finite variants of {p~: 
i E N & x E A }. Given any z E N, we may generate arbitrarily long initial 
segments of a text t z that begins with s o and ends with some recursive 
enumeration of {pi : i E N & x E A U {z } }. Then, z E A implies that for all 
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finite sequences s in t z such that lh(s)/> lh(s0), M(s) ~ S (since t z is a text for 
{pi: i ~ N& x C A }, and M has already read so); and z ~ A implies that for 
some finite sequence s in t z such that lh(s) ~> lh(s0), M(s) ¢! S (since t z is then 
a text for a language in _A* that is not a finite variant of {p~: 
i C N & x E A }, so M must react accordingly). But this amounts to a positive 
test for _~, and hence exhibits .4 as recursively enumerable, contradicting our 
choice of A. II 
PROPOSITION 3. F INT is not a subset of EXT. 
Proof Let n o be an index for N. Let _L={N-D:  D finite}. By a 
straightforward application of Lemma B, _L is not extensionally learnable. 
However, _L can be finite-difference intensionally learned by a learning 
machine M that conjectures no on every input, s II 
PROPOSITION 4. BFD is a subset of FEXT. 
Proof Let _L be a collection of languages, and suppose that some 
learning machine M bounded finite-difference learns L. We construct a 
learning machine M'  that finite-difference extensionally learns _L. M'  works 
by simulating M on the input text. On each input sequence s, M'  conjectures 
an index for the language 
WM~s) U U{ WM~ s,),jh~s,) n {0 ..... lh(s') }: s' is an initial segment of s }. 
Such an index can be calculated effectively from M(s). 
The resulting behavior of M'  can be described informally as follows: 
Suppose that the nth conjecture of M is x, ,  the conjectures x~ ..... x,_ l 
coming before. For its nth conjecture, M'  determines certain finite subsets of 
Wx~ ..... Wx, (namely, for each 1 ~ i~ n, Wxi.iN {0 ..... i}). Then M forms the 
(finite) union U n of these finite sets, and conjectures the language Wx, U Un. 
Now if M bounded finite-difference l arns the incoming language L, then M 
must eventually restrict its conjectures to a finite set S of indices all of which 
are for finite variants of L. But then, for large enough n, U, will forever after 
contain the finite differences between every pair of languages for which S 
contains indices; moreover, the difference between WxU U, and the union 
of the languages indexed in S stabilizes for large n. Hence, M '  will converge 
to a class C of indices for the same language L ' ;  and L '  will be finite variant 
of L. II 
PROPOSITION 5. FD is not a subset of FEXT. 
5 Lemma B shows that L cannot be intensionally learned by any learning function at all, 
computable or noncomputable. So finite-difference intensional learning is not a species of inef- 
fective, intensional learning. 
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Proof. We shall exhibit a collection _L of languages uch that _L ~ FD, 
but _L ~ FEXT. For this purpose, several definitions are needed. 
A language L is said to be simple if and only if L is recursively 
enumerable, L is infinite, and every infinite recursively enumerable set 
intersects L. Simple sets exist (see Rogers, 1967, Sect. 8.1). SIM = {x: W x is 
simple}. It is a well-known fact, which will be used below, that SIM is//~- 
complete (cf. Rogers, 1967, Chap. 14). 
Given numbers i, a, and m, define the function 
O( i ,a ,m)=gn[{a ,a+ 1 ..... a+m}c_  Wi.,] 
(g is partial recursive), and let Wsti.~) be recursively enumerated as follows: 
Stage 0: enumerate{0, 1 ..... O(i, a, 0)}, if O(i, a, 0) exists, 
enumerate{0, 1 .... }, otherwise. 
Stage n + 1: enumerate{0(i, a, n) + 2, O(i, a, n) + 3 ..... 
O(i, a, n) + 2 + O(i, a, n + 1)}, 
if O(i, a, O) ..... O(i, a, n + 1) exist, 
enumerate{0(/, a, n) + 2, O(i, a, n) + 3,... }, otherwise. 
Note that f is total recursive, and that W; is cofinite if and only if for some 
a, Wm,~) is not cofinite. 
Given numbers i, b, and m, define the function 
7t( i ,b ,m)=gn[n > m&n~ Wb,mC~L {0 ..... n}~ Wb,m("~ Wi.m=Q~] 
(7 t is partial recursive), and let Wg¢i,b ) be recursively enumerated asfollows: 
Stage 0: enumerate{0, 1 ..... ~u(i, b, 0)}, if 7s(i, b, 0) exists, 
enumerate{0, 1 .... }, otherwise. 
Stage n + 1: enumerate{Tt(i,b,n)+ 2, 7J( i ,b,n)+ 3 ..... 7J(i,b,n) 
+2+ tP( i ,b,n+ 1)}, 
if ~(i, b, 0) ..... ~g(i, b, n + 1) exist, 
enumerate{ 7s(i, b, n) + 2, 7~(i, b, n) + 3,... }, otherwise. 
Note that g is total recursive, and that W i is simple if and only if W i is not 
cofinite and for all b, Wg¢t,b ) is cofinite. 
We now define _L as follows. _L = {Li: iC  SIM} U {Li,(c,a,b ): 
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i~S IM&c,a ,b~N},  where L i={2 i}u{3 J :  j~N}U{p~+2:  x ,y~N},  
and Li,(c,a,b)={2i}t.-){3J: jEN- (e ,a ,b )}U{py+2:  y<c  or 
y> e+ 1 .& .x~N}U {p~: x~ Wf(i,a)}U {P~+1 : xE  Wg(i,b)}. 
To show that _L E FD, let M be a learning machine such that for all 
s E SEQ M conjectures 0 if no power i of 2 is in Rng(s), and otherwise 
conjectures an index for the language Li,(c,a,b), where (c, a, b) is the least 
power of 3 not in Rng(s) (such an index can be calculated effectively). It is 
easy to see that if i ~ SIM, then M converges to an index for Li,(c,,,b ) on any 
text for Li, ( .... b> ; hence, M finite-difference learns Li,(c,~,o ), if i ~ SIM. And 
if i E SIM, then by the aforementioned properties of f and g, on any text for 
L i, all of M's conjectures (once a power of 2 is located) are for finite 
variants of Li; hence, M finite-difference learns L~, if i E SIM. 
To see that _L q~ FEXT, suppose that some learning machine M' finite- 
difference xtensionally learns _L. Then, by Lemma B, if i ~ SIM, there is 
some s E SEQ such that Rng(s)C_L i and for all s '~  SEQ such that 
Rng(s') c Li, WM,(s ,S ,  ) = WM,(s) " 
On the other hand, if i ~ SIM, there can be no such finite sequence s; for, 
suppose otherwise. By properties o f f  and g, for any possible set Wg,(s ), 
there is some (e, a, b} such that Li,(c,.,b ) is not a finite variant of WM,(s ), and 
e can be chosen large enough so that Rng(s)c_Li,(c,.,b >. Hence, for some 
(e, a, b}, M' converges to an incorrect language (namely, WM,(s): not a finite 
variant of Li,(~,a,a>) on some text for L~,(~,.,b > (namely, any such text 
beginning with s). But this contradicts our choice of M'. 
Summarizing, i ~ SIM if and only if 
(~s E SEQ)(Rng(s) _c L i & (Vs' E SEQ)(Rng(s') 
L i  -* I'VM '(s) = WM'(s *s ')" (**) 
Since M is total, and membership in L i is a Z O property, (**) exhibits SIM 
as Z °. But this contradicts the fact that SIM is //~-complete, and thus 
establishes the proposition. I 
4.3. Corollaries 
Most of the inclusion and noninclusion relations among INT, EXT, 
BEXT, FINT, FEXT, BFEXT, FD, and BFD are easy corollaries of 
Propositions 1-5. For example, INT can be seen to be a proper subset of 
FINT by the following argument: By definition, INT is a subset of FINT. 
Were FINT a subset of INT, then FINT would be a subset of EXT, since 
INT is a subset of EXT (by definition). But this would contradict 
Proposition 3. As another example, FD is not a subset of BFD; otherwise, 
since BFD is a subset of FEXT (Proposition 4), FD would be a subset of 
FEXT, contradicting Proposition 5. 







The result of such reasoning is represented in Fig. 1. In the figure, arrows 
represent inclusion; absence of a forward path represents noninclusion. It is 
not known whether BFEXT includes BFD; every other question about 
inclusion is settled by Propositions 1-5. 
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
We make two comments about the results of Section 4. A summary might 
first be helpful. 
5.1. Summary 
The Gold model of language acquisition specifies arbitrary text as the kind 
of linguistic input available to children; it locates the human learning 
function (for language) in the set of computable functions; and it specifies 
intensional earning as the criterion to which children conform when 
confronted with the text of a natural anguage. 
Models of language acquisition alternative to Gold's may differ from the 
latter at any of these three components. In the present paper we have 
considered seven ways to weaken the criterion of intensional learning. It has 
been seen that in the context o f  Gold's first two assumptions six of these 
liberalizations are distinct from each other and from intensional learning 
(bounded finite-difference learning may yet turn out to be a seventh, distinct 
learning criterion). Figure 1 summarizes the relative stringency of these 
criteria in terms of the language classes that each makes available to 
computable l arning functions operating on arbitrary text. 
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5.2. Exact Learning 
The class of natural languages is, by definition, the largest class of 
languages that can be learned by children through casual exposure. Conse- 
quently, the Gold model is correct only if some computable l arning function 
exactly identifies this class on arbitrary text (exact identification is defined in 
Section 2.2); mere identification is too weak a standard of adequacy since 
fewer classes of languages can be exactly identified than can be (inexactly) 
identified. 6 
Since identification is termed "intensional learning" in the taxonomy of 
Section 3.2, exact identification may be identified with exact intensional 
learning. The family of language classes associated with exact intensional 
learning is denoted: INTe; that is, 
INTe = {L: for some M, M exactly intensionally earns_L }; 
EXTe, BEXTe, FINTe, BFEXTe, BFDe, FEXTe, and FDe are defined 
parallely. 
In light of the importance of exact learning to theories of natural anguage, 
the inclusion relations among INTe, EXTe, etc. are of some interest. Since 
noninclusions among INT, EXT, etc. imply corresponding noninclusions 
among INTe, EXTe, etc., the results of Section 4 imply that INTe, EXTe, 
BEXTe, FINTe, BFEXTe, FEXTe, and FDe are all mutually distinct (BFDe 
may yet be shown to be an eighth, distinct family of language collections). 
Determination of the entire partial ordering by inclusion of INTe, EXTe, etc. 
is nontrivial; we defer its discussion to Osherson and Weinstein 
(forthcoming). 
5.3. Interactions with Other Modifications of Gold's Model 
To refine the hypothesis that the human learning function (for language) is 
computable, it is necessary to consider the learning abilities of proper subsets 
of the class of all learning machines. Some of these subsets correspond to 
learning "strategies" that are plausible descriptions of the human learner. 
For fixed n, one such subset consists of all machines M, such that for 
r, s ~ SEQ, M(r) = M(s) whenever r and s agree on their last n members and 
M(r-)  =M(s- )  (where for all s E SEQ, s -  denotes the sequence resulting 
from omitting the last element of s). This subset has some claim to represent 
6 A potential complication: Suppose that we define the natural languages as at once lear- 
nable and expressive (like English). Then, the natural languages (so defined) may be iden- 
tifiable but not exactly identifiable since (a) the natural anguages might be a proper subset of 
the learnable languages, and (b) not every proper subset of an identifiable collection of 
languages is exactly identifiable. For this reason, both learnability and exact learnability 
remain central to current heories of language acquisition. 
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mechanical learners with limited ability to "remember" earlier inputs; accor- 
dingly, such machines are termed n-memory-limited (see Osherson et al. 
1981, Sect. 3.3, for discussion). 
Given the likelihood that human language learners are memory limited in 
approximately the foregoing sense, it is natural to define the families 
INTn =- {_L: for some n-memory-limited machine M, 
M intensionally learns_L }, 
EXTn ----- {_L: for some n-memory-limited machine M, 
M extensionally earns _L }, 
and so forth. The inclusion relations among INTn, EXTn, etc., do not follow 
straightforwardly from the results of Section 4. 
In the same vein, the Gold model may be revised by refining the class of 
texts taken to be possible linguistic environments (see Section 1). Such 
revisions interact both with choice of learning criterion (exact or inexact) 
and with learning strategy. These interactions are treated systematically in 
Osherson and Weinstein (forthcoming). 
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